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C20-2023-015 Eliminate NPA Filing Deadlines
Project Engagement

VIEWS

192
PARTICIPANTS

26
RESPONSES

104
COMMENTS

39

What role do you play in the development process?

25 Respondents

68%

68%

64%

8%

4%

0%

17 ✓

17 ✓

16 ✓

2 ✓

1 ✓

0 ✓

Resident

Member of Neighborhood Association

Member of Neighborhood Plan Contact Team

Agent/Attorney/Engineer/Architect/Planner

Real Estate Developer

Other
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How do the existing Neighborhood Plan Amendment Filing deadlines impact your role in
the development process? (300 character limit)

2 days ago

3 days ago

3 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

6 days ago

12 days ago

14 days ago

14 days ago

Deadlines protect the work of community planners. Neighborhood plans are long-term planning

documents adopted by the community and should not be subject to amendment on a project-by-

project basis. This defeats their purpose & disrespects and undermines community planning and those

who participated.

It does not affect me.

It is very curious that most of the contact teams were not notified directly by the planning department

about the change for filing FLUMS. CTs take care of meeting with applicants for FLUM changes. Poor city

communication. What about other deadlines that CTs have for other issues?

Neighborhood plans are long range planning documents that were carefully crafted by the

communities, which included residents nd businesses. A yearly timeline is appropriate for major

changes to the plan. If it is constantly amended at whim, it is no longer a plan.

Deadlines protect the work of community planners. Neighborhood plans are long-term planning

documents adopted by the community and should not be subject to amendment on a project-by-

project basis. This defeats their purpose & disrespects and undermines community planning and those

who participated.

We are volunteers. I was at the initiation of our neighborhood plan, CWANP, and have been involved

with each of the subsequent FLUM amendments to the plan. All this takes time. And I work full time.

The deadlines help protect the neighborhood plan and promote efficiency in fulfilling our role as

stewards of the neighborhood plan by controlling the timing of when amendments may be filed.

scheduling meeting for the whole NPCT team is difficult

removes many cases from advanced review notification

They are pointless.

They are an unnecessary barrier to housing and in fact eliminate my role in the development process

by barring the increase of housing supply which I’m in favor of.

Not at all, if anything it allows NPCT to have time to evaluate proposed changes to an existing FLUM

and asses a group of proposed request for zoning changes together.

Our NPCT consists of volunteers with limited time available. Current filing deadlines for NP

amendments benefit staff & us. Amending current deadlines is reasonable. Once per quarter or every

two months, would remove most delays without unduly burdening the City staff or the NPCT

volunteers.
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14 days ago

15 days ago

15 days ago

15 days ago

15 days ago

16 days ago

Limiteing the time plan amendments can be filed yields better solutions. Getting together a quorum of

NPCT Members, all of whom are neighborhood volunteers, at an applicant's whim is very difficult and

can lead to poor decisions. A lot of work went into developing the city certified

FLUM's.

The N' Plan Contact Teams are all volunteers. There should be recognition of volunteer time and efforts

beyond that of meetings. They are already sacrificing their own time to research, outreach and labor

over amendments to the N' Plan. Meeting more than twice a year puts undue burden on members.

Creates stability. That's what a plan does.

Squeezes all neighborhood plan changes into a short period of time. Would be easier if the changes

were spread out across the entire year - would give everyone more time to consider each plan change.

Out of cycle plan requests also take more time and are often duplicative.

The deadlines make citizen involvement in np contact teams manageable. Applicants must file within

similar time periods making it possible for citizen volunteers to work efficiently. Since the point of

planning is to encourage desired outcomes, the deadlines discourage nuisance filing.

Sounds like they limit flexibility to move forward at will.
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How would eliminating the filing deadlines improve or worsen your ability to engage in
the development process? (300 character limit)

2 days ago

3 days ago

3 days ago

3 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

6 days ago

Elimination would worsen participation by reinforcing the message that the city does not respect the

work of the community while at the same time increasing the burden on citizens by requiring them to

continuously revisit their volunteer work on the schedule of the for-profit development industry.

I don't believe it would have an impact.

This response was omitted in the submission. Changing the FLUM filing dates- city never mentioned a

word to us. very curious since CTs are city entities doing work without pay; now we still do work but

without proper communication? Very poor management.

Since we were not consulted, I don't know. (Of course, the city contacted developers or listened to

them? What about other filing deadlines for things like frontward parking and mobile food trucks that

require February filings? Why don't you change these deadlines too?

It would worsen the ability of the volunteer community to keep a big picture and focus on the overall

plan, with constant requests for changes, Most of the large projects and major plan changes do not

happen overnight, they are projects that last years, quick chnge serve speculative land flipping

contact teams are volunteers from different segments of the community; Once a year flum change are

appropriate because it ceases to pe a planning document if it is constantly subject to change, it

becomes hard to consider infrastructure and environmental impacts with constant change,

Elimination would worsen participation by reinforcing the message that the city does not respect the

work of the community while at the same time increasing the burden on citizens by requiring them to

continuously revisit their volunteer work on the schedule of the for-profit development industry.

There is only so much time that I can volunteer for my community. This is not my day job. Limiting

when amendments can be filed sort of levels the playing field between developers and residents. And it

saves City Staff time.

Eliminating filing deadlines would encourage the filing of more neighborhood plan amendments, would

likely result in more amendments to the neighborhood plan, and would require additional time and

effort by the volunteer members of the neighborhood plan contact team to consider more

amendments.

More meetings will need to be scheduled for our volunteer organization, both NPCT and zoning

committee for the neighborhood.

Not an advantage in an already compromised notification process; leaves less time for residential

review of amendments to NPs and land use requests for change.

They would improve the speed new housing is built. We should remove barriers.
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12 days ago

14 days ago

14 days ago

15 days ago

15 days ago

15 days ago

15 days ago

16 days ago

I would be allowed to participate in Planning Commission and City Council meetings on the item,

whereas the filing deadline would otherwise preclude those bodies from considering items.

See answer above. Additionally, changes to deadline might undermine Neighborhoods ability to

maintain long established Neighborhood Plans.

Our NPCT consists of volunteers with limited time available. Current filing deadlines for NP

amendments benefit staff & us. Amending current deadlines is reasonable. Once per quarter or every

two months, would remove most delays without unduly burdening City staff or NPCT volunteers.

It would worsen our ability to engage in the development process because the N' Plan would be under

constant amendment at the whim and pleasure of the developers. Remember, Contact Team Members

are elected volunteers many of whom signed the original plan agreement and covenants. 300 words

not enou

It would worsen my ability to engage in the development process by constantly introducing uncertainty

in the future. I need to know that the plan is stable.

It would not be much of a change.

With anytime filing we will need to be meeting frequently and entirely at the whim of developers

whenever amendments are filed. This is not sustainable for volunteers and would likely require bylaw

changes yet again. Making it easier and quicker to avoid compliance discourages plan compliance.

UnNecessary stipulations are a burden. Improves of owner has freedom to conduct business as needed

and when needed

Test Questions

No data to display...

What is your age?

11 respondents

36%

18%

18%

9%

9%

9%

0%

66-75

46-55

Prefer not to answer

18-25

56-65

Over 75

Others
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What is your race/ethnicity?

11 Respondents

What is your gender?

9 respondents

78%

22%

0%

Male

Female

Others

64%

27%

9%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

7 ✓

3 ✓

1 ✓

0 ✓

0 ✓

0 ✓

0 ✓

0 ✓

White

I prefer not to answer

Other

Black or African-American

Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish

Asian

American Indian or Alaska Native

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
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What is your highest formal education level?

10 respondents

60%

40%

0%

Graduate or Professional Degree

Bachelor's Degree

Others

What is your marital status?

10 respondents

70%

20%

10%

0%

Married or Domestic Partnership

Never Married

I prefer not to answer

Others


